
Revenue calculation
The intended way of working with revenue calculation is to create and save the revenue calculation at
the very end of each month after all invoice are recorded and after recording items/reporting items
which may affect the project and its calculation are all completed. Then you print the revenue
calculation journal with a voucher date on the last of each month. It is always the profit mark-up that is
used for the revenue calculation.

You should reverse the income accrual for the previous month before you perform the revenue
calculation for the period.

Managing advance payments – Recommendation when using the Percentage of completion

method
We recommend that you record advance payments for projects where you work with percentage of
completion against the income statement. The actual revenue calculation takes into consideration if
the advance is posted in the income statement or in the balance sheet. On the result in the project
register (also in the project follow-up) where you have recorded the advance on a balance account,
both the advance and the recorded profit according to the revenue calculation will be shown as income
in the result.

In other words, it will be regarded as double income as long as the advance payment remains
on the balance account.

The recommendation is to record the advances via the income statement for the projects where you
apply PCM because of what is explained above regarding how it is displayed in project register/project
follow-up. However, there is functionality making it possible to take into consideration if there are
advances recorded in the balance sheet.

Remaining advances recorded in the balance sheet are taken into consideration.

In the revenue calculation you see information about existing advances recorded in the balance
sheet.

There is an extra standard account for recording the revenue calculation to make the balance
sheet total correct. This way you avoid recording directly on the advance account which can be
linked to the VAT report, if suspended VAT is activated for advances in the system. The standard
account called Offset account for advances booked on balance sheet (PCM calculation) is
available under the Accounting tab together with other standard accounts regarding PCM.

Example where "Offset account for advances booked on balance sheet (PCM

calculation)" is used:
Offset account for advances booked on balance sheet (PCM calculation) is used for recording of
revenue calculation in order to take remaining advances in the balance sheet, if any, into consideration.
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In the example below, an advance of EURO 499,200 is recorded in the balance sheet. The stage of
completion is set to 67%, so the recognized income og EUR 670,000 is posted as income in the income
statement. However, the posting in the balance sheet will be divided as shown in the image below.

The advance is recorded on account 2420, but that account is linked to the VAT report which should
not be affected by the revenue calculation. That is why the advance should be recorded on account
2429 instead. The difference, if any, is recorded as debt on the relevant standard account, in this
example it is account 1620.

Calculate revenue for projects
Use the Revenue calculation procedure and the General list type to do the revenue calculation.

In that procedure you decide the projects for which you want to execute the calculations, via the
Selection tab. There are additional selection rows in the backstage of the procedure. You can choose to
look at certain projects or project types at a time, and save each calculation separately, and then print
the journal for all of them afterwards. You can redo the calculation as long as the journal is not reset.

Only projects with status 3 (In progress), and with the Revenue calculation method selected for the
project type, are shown in the list.

Please note! If you work with main projects/sub-projects and have selected the level Main
project for the calculation, it is important you make sure that all sub-projects that should be be
included in the calculation have status 3 (In progress). Sub-projects with a status other than 3
will not be included in the calculation.

Settings

Select to (and including) which period the calculation should be made. The current period is suggested
by default. Select if the calculation should be based on the actual date or the log date of the reporting.
The calculation is based on log records and invoices with voucher date/invoice date to and including
the selected period. That is why it might differ a bit in relation to values in the project register which
always displays current values.
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You can also choose if budget should be shown and if you want to pre-select the Include checkbox for
all projects to use when saving.

The list

At the top of the list you see the projects which you should take a closer look at. They can have a stage
of completion which falls outside the 0-100% interval or a loss if you are using fixed price. These
projects are shown together with a warning with information in a tooltip and in the validation window.

If the stage of completion falls outside the interval of 0 - 100%, the warning will change into a
validation if the project is marked with Include. You must adjust the forecast making the stage of
completion fall within the allowed interval before the project in question can be saved. If the system
setting called Editable stage of completion in the Revenue calculation is activated, you also manually
adjust the percentage.

By clicking theMore info button you can show additional columns the list. Drag the columns you
want to the place in the list where you want to them and save the layout. This way they will be in the
same place the next time you open the procedure.

If you use main projects/sub-projects and have selected that calculation should be made on main level,
you can use the drilldown function to see underlying projects and values for the calculation.

What can be edited in the list?

When a project is marked with Include, it is possible to edit forecast values and the stage of completion
(if the corresponding system setting has been activated). These changes will affect the calculation of
the stage of completion and the calculated recognized income.

Please note!When saving, the forecast in the Project register is automatically updated for the
project in question. Please note! The project will be removed from the list as soon as you save.
However, you can always load it again for the same period as long as the journal has not been
reset.

If you want to undo edited forecast values, you should mark the row and reset the forecast values by
clicking the Undo changes for selected row button on the function menu. After you have saved your
changes you can no longer reset the forecast values. In that case you need to change them manually
after you have again loaded the project in the list.

In the list you will see a separate column presenting the project's stage of completion for the previous
period. If the stage of completion is displayed in italics, it means it was manually edited in the previous
period. If you place the cursor over the value, you will see the calculated stage of completion in a so-
called tooltip.
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The calculated recognized income is shown in the Recognized income column. You will also see the CR
in % after the deduction which can be compared to the CR in the forecast and budget in order to
determine the reasonability.

The projects you marked with Include and that you save are the ones that will be shown in the journal
for transfer to the accounting.

Settings for Percentage of completion method
Before you can use the Percentage of completion method (PCM), you need to configure some settings
in Monitor G5.

Basic data – Project
Only the settings specific for the Percentage of completion method are addressed here. For other
settings, please see the Basic data – Project procedure.

The Project types tab

Revenue calculation method – Here you decide which revenue calculation method should be
used for the project type. The available options are: None and Percentage of completion
method.

Level for revenue calculation – Here you decide if the revenue calculation should be performed
on theMain project or the Sub-project. It is possible to change this subsequently for the main
project in the Project register procedure.

Pricing – Here you select pricing from the following alternatives: Continuous price, Fixed price, or
Continuous price with profit mark-up. If you select the pricing alternative Continuous price with
profit mark-up, the mark-up entered for the project type (in the Profit mark-up column) will be
used. This can be changed on the project you register with this project type. The Profit mark-up
tab is activated, where you can enter any exceptions.

Dimensions – Here you select the posting dimensions to use for the recognized income for this
project type.

The Costs/Income tab
Here you register the income type to use for the revenue calculation. Item 1 in the image below. This is
the income type you should enter for the income accounts which will then be used in the Standard
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accounts procedure. Please note! This income type should be entered for the Project dimension for the
actual account in the Chart of accounts procedure.

It is important that you check the Recognized income – PCM checkbox for the income type used for
revenue calculation. Item 2 in the image above. The income type will not be displayed in the expected
result (this would cause a too high income/revenue in the expected result). This income type is also not
used for forecast/budget. The income type is only intended for recording of the accrued income
according to the revenue calculation.

The Profit mark-up tab
The Profit mark-up tab is activated when you have the pricing alternative Continuous price with profit
mark-up entered for the project type. There you can enter an exception per cost type as well as a an
income type for automatic updating of the forecast on the project. The forecast will be updated
automatically on the project based on the costs incurred + profit mark-up. If you do not enter an
exception, the profit mark-up for the project will apply. If you enter a percentage of 0.00 for a cost
type, no profit markup will be calculated.
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System settings
Under the Accounting tab and under the Project heading you find system setting which affect the
revenue calculation.

Mandatory to enter project cost type in chart of accounts – This system setting determines if it
should be mandatory to enter project cost in the chart of accounts. If you want the dimensions
to be set to Yes for projects on the balance accounts, you cannot have any type of project
cost/income selected for these accounts. The amount will in that case be shown as an
income/cost on the account, this is not correct since it is an asset/liability item in the balance
sheet. You can determined this with the system setting.

Please note! If you select the Mandatory option for dimensions for PCM accounts, you
must also enter a fixed value for this in the Standard accounts, so at present, we do not
recommend this.

Editable stage of completion in the Revenue calculation – Here you decide if the calculated
stage of completion in the revenue calculation should be possible to edit.

Chart of accounts
For the accounts that should be used in Standard accounts, you should the income type from the
Costs/Income tab in the Project dimension.

.

Standard accounts
Here you enter the accounts to use for recording. If you have entered a dimension for the project type,
it is important that the account has dimensions set to Yes for these fields.
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We recommend you regarding dimensions select Yes in the Project field for the income accounts, and
that you link them to the income type you will use for the percentage of completion method.

Please note! The Reduce of income/Anticipated loss (balance account) account is used both for
recording of expected loss at fixed price, and for recording of reduction of income, for example, due to
a too high advance invoicing compared to income according to stage of completion.

If you want the application of dimensions to be set to Yes for projects on the balance accounts, you
cannot have any type of project cost/income selected for these accounts. The amount will in that case
be presented as an income/cost on the project, this is not correct since it is an asset/liability item in the
balance sheet. This is determined via the system setting calledMandatory to enter project cost type in
chart of accounts.

Please note! If you select the Mandatory option for dimensions for PCM accounts, you must
also enter a fixed value for this in the Standard accounts, so at present, we do not recommend
this.

Voucher number series/Journals and integration of the revenue calculation journal
Here you should register the voucher number series for the revenue calculation. Then select Via journal
– Total as the integration option for the Revenue calculation journal and select the voucher number
series that you registered.

User rights
There are specific user rights for the Revenue calculation and Print revenue calculation journal
procedures.
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Sufficient user rights are included for these procedures in the following roles: ERP manager, Financial
manager and Financial assistant.

You cannot edit forecast values in the Revenue calculation procedure if you do not have sufficient user
rights to modify projects. This is because the values will be updated straight away in the project when
you save.

If you change the user rights, it is important that users with the permission to modify the
revenue calculation also have permission to modify projects. Otherwise, the modifications you
make in the forecast in the revenue calculation will not be saved in the project.

Project register
In the project register there are some fields and functions which have been activated via the startup
settings.

The stage of completion is shown in the project header according to the calculation basis you selected
for the project. The header shows the stage of completion only in the interval 1-100%. If the calculated
stage of completion exceeds 100% or falls below 0%, the percentage will be displayed in red italicized
font. If you place the cursor over the percentage, you will see the actual stage of completion in a so-
called tooltip.
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For main projects and where the revenue calculation is performed on the top level, the stage of
completion shown in the header is based on all projects that are included in the main project.

The General tab
Under the General tab you find the Revenue calculation method section where information is shown
about the selected method, as well as the pricing used for the project type in question.

In the Calculation basis stage of completion field you select if the result of Costs or Hours should be the
basis of the calculation. The default option here is Costs.

The option you choose here affects what should be used as basis for the actual revenue calculation in
the Revenue calculation procedure, as well as the percentage that will be presented in the Stage of
completion field in the project header.

The Level for revenue calculation is entered for the project type but this can be edited for main
projects. This setting will affect on which level the revenue calculation should be performed. If you
selectMain project it means the revenue calculation will add together all sub-projects with the main
project and perform the calculation on main project level. If you instead select the Sub-project level, all
projects which belong to the main project will be handled as separate projects with individual revenue
calculations.

The Level for revenue calculation field is not displayed for sub-projects because this is determined by a
setting on the main project, and for the individual project the field is deactivated since it does not
perform a function.

The Costs/Income tab
The stage of completion is calculated based on costs according to result in relation to costs according to
forecast and is presented in the total field under the column for Cost for result.

The Time check tab
The stage of completion is calculated based on hours according to result in relation to hours according
to forecast and is presented in the total field under the Result column.

The PCM follow-up tab
Under this tab you find a summary of the performed revenue calculations (the journal has to be
printed/reset) for the project in question. The summary shows the conditions on which the calculation
was based at the time it was performed regarding forecast, result, stage of completion, mark-up, total
recognized income, and if the stage of completion was edited manually.

Revenue calculation
The intended way of working with revenue calculation is to create and save the revenue calculation at
the very end of each month after all invoice are recorded and after recording items/reporting items
which may affect the project and its calculation are all completed. Then you print the revenue
calculation journal with a voucher date on the last of each month. It is always the profit mark-up that is
used for the revenue calculation.
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You should reverse the income accrual for the previous month before you perform the revenue
calculation for the period.

Managing advance payments – Recommendation when using the Percentage of completion

method
We recommend that you record advance payments for projects where you work with percentage of
completion against the income statement. The actual revenue calculation takes into consideration if
the advance is posted in the income statement or in the balance sheet. On the result in the project
register (also in the project follow-up) where you have recorded the advance on a balance account,
both the advance and the recorded profit according to the revenue calculation will be shown as income
in the result.

In other words, it will be regarded as double income as long as the advance payment remains
on the balance account.

The recommendation is to record the advances via the income statement for the projects where you
apply PCM because of what is explained above regarding how it is displayed in project register/project
follow-up. However, there is functionality making it possible to take into consideration if there are
advances recorded in the balance sheet.

Remaining advances recorded in the balance sheet are taken into consideration.

In the revenue calculation you see information about existing advances recorded in the balance
sheet.

There is an extra standard account for recording the revenue calculation to make the balance
sheet total correct. This way you avoid recording directly on the advance account which can be
linked to the VAT report, if suspended VAT is activated for advances in the system. The standard
account called Offset account for advances booked on balance sheet (PCM calculation) is
available under the Accounting tab together with other standard accounts regarding PCM.

Example where "Offset account for advances booked on balance sheet (PCM

calculation)" is used:
Offset account for advances booked on balance sheet (PCM calculation) is used for recording of
revenue calculation in order to take remaining advances in the balance sheet, if any, into consideration.

In the example below, an advance of EURO 499,200 is recorded in the balance sheet. The stage of
completion is set to 67%, so the recognized income og EUR 670,000 is posted as income in the income
statement. However, the posting in the balance sheet will be divided as shown in the image below.

The advance is recorded on account 2420, but that account is linked to the VAT report which should
not be affected by the revenue calculation. That is why the advance should be recorded on account
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2429 instead. The difference, if any, is recorded as debt on the relevant standard account, in this
example it is account 1620.

Calculate revenue for projects
Use the Revenue calculation procedure and the General list type to do the revenue calculation.

In that procedure you decide the projects for which you want to execute the calculations, via the
Selection tab. There are additional selection rows in the backstage of the procedure. You can choose to
look at certain projects or project types at a time, and save each calculation separately, and then print
the journal for all of them afterwards. You can redo the calculation as long as the journal is not reset.

Only projects with status 3 (In progress), and with the Revenue calculation method selected for the
project type, are shown in the list.

Please note! If you work with main projects/sub-projects and have selected the level Main
project for the calculation, it is important you make sure that all sub-projects that should be be
included in the calculation have status 3 (In progress). Sub-projects with a status other than 3
will not be included in the calculation.

Settings

Select to (and including) which period the calculation should be made. The current period is suggested
by default. Select if the calculation should be based on the actual date or the log date of the reporting.
The calculation is based on log records and invoices with voucher date/invoice date to and including
the selected period. That is why it might differ a bit in relation to values in the project register which
always displays current values.

You can also choose if budget should be shown and if you want to pre-select the Include checkbox for
all projects to use when saving.

The list

At the top of the list you see the projects which you should take a closer look at. They can have a stage
of completion which falls outside the 0-100% interval or a loss if you are using fixed price. These
projects are shown together with a warning with information in a tooltip and in the validation window.

If the stage of completion falls outside the interval of 0 - 100%, the warning will change into a
validation if the project is marked with Include. You must adjust the forecast making the stage of
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completion fall within the allowed interval before the project in question can be saved. If the system
setting called Editable stage of completion in the Revenue calculation is activated, you also manually
adjust the percentage.

By clicking theMore info button you can show additional columns the list. Drag the columns you
want to the place in the list where you want to them and save the layout. This way they will be in the
same place the next time you open the procedure.

If you use main projects/sub-projects and have selected that calculation should be made on main level,
you can use the drilldown function to see underlying projects and values for the calculation.

What can be edited in the list?

When a project is marked with Include, it is possible to edit forecast values and the stage of completion
(if the corresponding system setting has been activated). These changes will affect the calculation of
the stage of completion and the calculated recognized income.

Please note!When saving, the forecast in the Project register is automatically updated for the
project in question. Please note! The project will be removed from the list as soon as you save.
However, you can always load it again for the same period as long as the journal has not been
reset.

If you want to undo edited forecast values, you should mark the row and reset the forecast values by
clicking the Undo changes for selected row button on the function menu. After you have saved your
changes you can no longer reset the forecast values. In that case you need to change them manually
after you have again loaded the project in the list.

In the list you will see a separate column presenting the project's stage of completion for the previous
period. If the stage of completion is displayed in italics, it means it was manually edited in the previous
period. If you place the cursor over the value, you will see the calculated stage of completion in a so-
called tooltip.
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The calculated recognized income is shown in the Recognized income column. You will also see the CR
in % after the deduction which can be compared to the CR in the forecast and budget in order to
determine the reasonability.

The projects you marked with Include and that you save are the ones that will be shown in the journal
for transfer to the accounting.

Print revenue calculation journal
After you have saved the revenue calculation you have to print the journal to transfer the journal's
values to the accounting. This can be done in the Print revenue calculation journal procedure.

You can select the list by Project and Project type. The voucher date suggested under Settings is always
the last day in the current period. The date displayed on the row of each project is the last day in the
period where you saved the actual revenue calculation. Since the revenue calculation is made per
period, there is only one calculation per project. If you have performed multiple calculations (before
the journal has been reset) for the same period, it will be the calculation most recently saved that is
loaded to the journal.

If you discover errors in the revenue calculation once the journal has been reset, you have to make the
correction/adjustment, if any, on a manual voucher.

There are two list types in the procedure: Revenue calculation journal and Reprint – Revenue
calculation journal.

Reversal voucher
When printing the revenue calculation journal, it is also possible to automatically create a reversal
voucher. This setting is checked by default under Settings in the Print revenue calculation journal
procedure.

The date of the the reversal voucher voucher is suggested as the final day of the month after the date
you selected in the Date field. When printing and resetting the revenue calculation journal, an accrual
for the reversal voucher will be created automatically. You can see this accrual accounting record in the
accrual accounting procedures.

If you do not want a reversal voucher to be created automatically you should uncheck this setting. You
can manually reverse the voucher in the Register vouchers procedure.

To record the reversal voucher (an accrual accounting record of the reversal voucher type) you should
use the Release accrual accounting procedure.
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Here you can select by, for example, the type of reversal voucher used for the accrual accounting
created via printing of the revenue calculation journal.

We recommend you to always reverse the recognized income from the previous period before
you perform the revenue calculation for the current period.

Undo the journal
It is possible to cancel the revenue calculation journal. This will create a reversal voucher, and any
accrual record will be removed. If you have released the accrual record, you cannot cancel the journal.
Please note that the period/voucher number series must also be open.

Follow-up features
For the Percentage of completion method (PCM), there are lots of options for follow-up of the
calculations performed in different procedures.

Project register – the PCM follow-up tab
Under this tab you find a summary of the performed revenue calculations (the journal has to be
printed/reset) for the project in question. The summary shows the conditions on which the calculation
was based at the time it was performed regarding forecast, result, stage of completion, mark-up, total
recognized income, and if the stage of completion was edited manually. Here you see the voucher
number where the recognized income was posted, as well as who approved the calculation and when.

Revenue calculation – Previous calculations list type
In this list type you will only see already performed calculations where the revenue calculation journal
for that period is reset. The list shows the conditions on which the calculation was based at the time it
was performed regarding forecast, result, stage of completion, mark-up, and recognized income. There
are multiple selections you can do in the list.

Please note! If you select an interval spanning multiple periods, the amounts will be added
together as they are. This means, for example, that the same forecast for the same project will
be added together multiple times. If you select only one period you can use the list to compare
to the balance account for the recognized income.
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Invoice basis – Sales and Purchase
You can add Project type as a selection row. This column is also available under Presentations in
backstage to be shown in own presentations. Project on posting rows (as dimension) is available in
these two procedures.

Stock value – Project list
This list is based on records reported for a project in the stock transaction log. You can check the stock
transaction log records which have been reported for projects and which are the bases for the balance
in the list in the stock transaction log.

Prerequisites:

You purchase for project and consume/sell for the same project.

You manufacture for project and sell for the same project.

The list requires an arrival on a project in order for the part to be shown in the list for the project in
question. The list does not display an "actual balance" for the part in question, but only what is
reported according to the stock transaction for project.

Example: If you purchase 10 pieces for project A, and you consume 10 pieces without a link to a
project, this means that the balance is 0. But if you select the list by project A, the list will show
a balance of 10 even though the total balance is 0. If you purchase 10 pieces for project B and
stock count 5 pieces, it means that the total balance is 5. But if you select the list by project B,
you will see a balance of 10 even though the total balance is 5.

If you only have consumption/sales on project, that is, no arrival reporting has been made, you can
mark Show parts with negative balance on project to show these parts in the list.

There are procedures where you report items that will affect the balance but where there today is no
support for projects, such as e.g. stock counts. If you discover incorrect reporting items, you can correct
these in the Direct stock reporting procedure.

Manufacturing order log
You can add Project in own presentations of the lists.

WIP value
It is possible to select by Project type and Project.
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Management accounting
For the Stock transaction log, Manufacturing order log, Calculation difference, and Invoicing log, you
can add Project and Project type. This is done under Other terms in the Register posting method
procedure.
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